Corporate Profile

The Company:
Global Exhibit Technology Inc. (GET) has evolved to be a leader in the development of
technically sophisticated exhibits, integrating the traditional principles of Intent,
Message and Audience with leading technology to Orchestrate Site, Sound and Space
for Themed and Immersive Exhibits.
GET was incorporated from the exhibit technology division of Globalmic Inc. as a
Canada Corporation in 2001, and continues a history of excellence that began in 1988.
GET's management team combines more than 80 years of experience in almost every
aspect of the Exhibit and Audio/Visual presentation industry.

Our Management:
Jay Sonley
Client Liaison, Business Development and Executive Producer
Ted Ratcliffe
Project Management and Technical Designer
Alan Rushforth
Electromechanical Design and Fabrication
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-2Our Focus:
In our judgement, the story is the key element of any exhibit. We find that the
integration of "creative" and "conceptual" elements with the practical demands enforced
by the technical perspective combine to deliver leading edge, innovative projects that
are affordable, realizable and robust.
Our preferred delivery is based on multi-phase, progressive, immersive story telling
using media production and environmental theming. We design knowing where the
visitor’s senses, eyes and ears are focussed to provide a valuable and rewarding visitor
experience.
We specialize in immersive and show presentations for permanent, temporary and
travelling exhibits. Our Teams have the talent that can deliver an attraction with impact,
quality and value. A project that includes all disciplines of museum exhibits from rough
construction to final product.
Our Team and Services:
GET forms a team tailored to the project requirements for either a portion of the project
or a truly A-Z turnkey project. With our associates and partners’ organizations we offer
a complete set of skills and talents to meet any project. We negociate with the client for
budget, schedule and deliverable specifications, providing options and requesting client
approval and comment at key points in the project. We stick to our agreement and
budget. During the project we connect to the client and their stakeholders and we
assist with reports, promotional material and presentations.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Management
Master Planning
Costing, Budget and Financial Management
Value Analysis
Marketing and Promotion
Concept and Theme Orientation
Interpretive Research
Interpretive Planning
Language and Cultural Adaptation
Content Development, Artifact Research and Documentation
Exhibit Design
Experience Design
Graphics and Environmental Design
Furnishing, show case, flooring, stands and set Design

•
•
•
•
•
•

Audio Visual Design
Lighting Design
Sound Design
Signage and Way Finding
Hands-on Interactive Design
Multimedia Theatre and Audio Visual Development
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IT and Office Systems
Exhibit Architectural Requirements Specifications
Coordinating of Architectural Integration
Overseeing the Fabrication and Installation
Construction / Fabrication / Production Services
Furnishing, Showcase, Stands and Sets
Graphic Production
Hands-On Interactives
Production and Fabrication of Dioramas, Models and Maquettes
Mannequins, High Realism, Uniform Forms and Soft Sculpture

•
•
•
•
•
•

Immersive Presentation Media Production
Historical Re-enactment Production
Docudrama and Entertainment Production
High Definition, Film, Video and Multimedia, Interactive and Audio Production
AV, Multimedia and Technology Supply and Installation
Show Control, Lighting Systems and Programming

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interpretive Staff Orientation and Training
Subject Matter Resource Kits
Opening Event Planning
Operations, Maintenance Processes and Budgets
Operations and Staffing
Travelling Exhibit Logistics and Operations
Staff Uniforms

•
•
•
•
•
•

Post Commissioning Services
Ticketing and Operations Systems
Web Site Development and Enhancement
Web Site Commerce
Web based Virtual Exhibit Tours
Scholastic and Educational Program Development

Company Evolution:
Turn-Key and Project Management
Our focus since completing the Canada Pavilion at Expo 98 in Lisbon Portugal has
been on the undertaking of larger integrated projects where an extensive understanding
of research, costing, planning, fabrication, construction, exhibit processes and audience
has enabled us to complete large and small projects on time and in budget. GET works
with an established group of very talented associates to ensure a valuable product.
It’s about, quality, budget, resources, value and schedule. We do it well.
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-4Construction and Fabrication
Big or small GET has the resources and skills to complete construction and fabrications
requirement for any exhibit. Projects that included both construction and fabrication
include the Canada Pavilion for 1992,1993 and 1998 Worlds Fairs, Parks Canada
Visitor Centres including Signal Hill and Grand Pré. The Canadian War Museum’s
Korea, Peace Keeping, NATO, Victory Bonding and the NCC Canada and the World
Exhibit.
Travelling Exhibits:
GET has been involved in the design, production, installation and maintenance of many
travelling exhibits. Our personnel were responsible for the design and construction of
the Monarcha travelling exhibit built for the Canadian Museum of Nature. The exhibit
has been displayed throughout Canada, USA, Mexico and a number of countries in
South America. Recently, we have provided the audiovisual production and the
presentation system for the Oscar Peterson Exhibit. The permanent exhibit played for
more than one year at the National Archives. The exhibit was then modified for travel,
has been displayed at Canadian embassies in Washington and Paris and is scheduled
for the embassy in Tokyo this year.
GET personnel were also involved in the National Museums of Canada Travelling
Exhibit Mobiles, Canadian Government Federal Presence and DND Exhibits that
travelled throughout Canada to major fairs and expositions. These programs ran for
more than a decade.
Show Control:
Presentation control systems are one of GET's specialities enabling them to offer
in-house capabilities in the design of electronics, engineering and programming of a
complete array of audio visual and multimedia systems. It is the control system which
is crucial for an effective, reliable, state-of-the-art presentation system in any attraction.
Drawing on our expertise developed in the design, manufacture and installation of
booth automation equipment for Famous Players of Canada, we have a thorough
understanding of off-the-shelf and custom-made exhibit control systems.
High Definition Video:
Over the past eight years the company has developed hands-on experience in the
integration of high definition video presentation technology into the cultural exhibition
market. We are prepared to advise and plan systems which will provide, for growing
and new cultural institutions, a viable transition from the North American NTSC
standard to the HD format that will be the future standard within very immediate
planning cycles. Recent works include full HD services including production with our
associates GAPC.
Education Research and Programming:
GET is well positioned to examine curricula at the primary, secondary and post
secondary levels in Canada with associated personnel who have worked in each of
these education segments. We are prepared to work with school systems to develop
curricula-based information, lesson plans and presentations for school tours and web-
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-5based materials. We have tracked the developments for "lifelong learning" as well as
having established a thorough understanding of "special interest groups" and are
prepared to draw upon expertise to develop programming for the "adults without
children" market segment.
Physical Interactives:
GET has developed experience in the conception, design and construction of physical
interactives which provide a "hands-on learning" experience. We have produced the
snowmobile simulator which was first seen at Expo ‘92 and subsequently toured
Canada including a prolonged exhibition at CMSTC. Our earthquake simulator, which
simulates a range of earthquakes from tremor to six on the Richter Scale, has operated
as a major attraction since 1996 at the EcoMusée in Gatineau.
Project Maintenance:
GET currently maintains system or exhibits for;
Grand Pré Visitor Centre, near Wolfville, Nova Scotia
Founder's Hall, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island
Petroglyphs Park Visitor Centre, near Woodview, Ontario
Algonquin Provincial Park Visitor Centre and Logging Museum, Ontario
Beaumont-Hamel Memorial Visitor Centre, near Amiens, France
Royal Canadian Artillery Travelling Exhibit
Underground Railroad Travelling Exhibit
Famous Players Booth Projection Automation System, in more than120 Canadian
locations.
Current and Recent Projects (last 5 years) include;
PPCLI Museum, Turn Key, Calgary Alberta,
Potash Exhibit, Canada Science and Technology Museum, Turn Key, Ottawa, ON
Ripley’s Travelling Exhibit, AV Systems - Science North, Sudbury, ON,
Red Deer Museum and Art Galley Perminent Exhibit, AV Design, Red Deer, AB,
Pinery Provincial Park - Visitor Orientation Centre, Turn Key, Grand Bend, ON
Old Fort Erie Visitor Centre, AV Systems including Production, Fort Erie, ON
Parks Canada, Cave and Basin - AV Systems Design, Banff, AB
Billing’s Estate, AV Systems, Lighting, Ottawa, ON
Upper Canada Village - AV Systems Design - Upper Canada Village, ON
COADY Institute, - AV System supply, program, install, Antigonish, NS
Canadian Museum of Civilization, Whirligigs Interactive, Travelling Exhibit, Ottawa, ON
Canadian Museum of Nature Map Interactive, Blue Water Gallery, Ottawa, ON
Algonquin Park Visitor Centre & Logging Museum, HD Video Systems upgrade, On
Air Force Museum of Alberta - AV Systems, Interactives & Fabrication, Calgary, AB
Navy Museum of Alberta - AV Systems, Fabrication and Fit-up, Calgary, AB
Glenbow Museum, Mavericks Exhibition - AV Systems supply and install
Albert County Museum - AV systems and production, Hopewell Cape ,NB
Creamery Square / Museum - AV Systems and Production, Tatamagouche, NS
Beaubears Visitor Centre - AV Systems and Production - Nelson, NB
Perkins House Museum, AV Systems, Liverpool, NS
Lewis and Clark Confluence Tower - Turn Key Exhibits - Hartford, IL, USA
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-6Anne Murray Centre - AV Systems and Production, Springhill, NS
NCC Mackenzie King Estate - Virtual Tour of Moorside Cottage, Gatineau, PQ
NCC Gatineau Park Visitor Centre - AV Systems and Production, Gatineau, PQ
NCC Canada Information Centre - Interactive map retrofit, Ottawa, ON
NCC National Travelling Exhibit - AV Systems & Production, Ottawa, ON
Library & Archives - Karsh Exhibit - AV Systems, Ottawa, ON
Library & Archives - Anne of Green Gables - AV Systems and Production, Ottawa, ON
Portrait Gallery of Canada - Studio K - Karsh Exhibit - AV Systems, Ottawa, ON
Missouri Rotating Exhibits - AV Systems, Missouri, USA
Fort Ticonderoga - Mars Education Centre - Fabrication, AV Systems & Production
Fort Ticonderoga, NY, USA
Lewis and Clark Confluence Tower
What began as a grassroots citizens group looking to
commemorate the bicentennial celebration of the Lewis &
Clark Expedition, now stands a structure that honours the
place where men courageously set out west to discover
the nation's prosperous lands centuries ago. The Village of
Hartford procured the tower site and hosted the ground
breaking ceremony on November 1, 2002. From 2002
through 2010, fundraising and construction phases took
mount. Opening on May 14, 2010 to honour the famed
departure. For the Exhibit component, GET was awarded
the contract in March provided shop drawings, AV Systems
design, Fabrication Graphics and Installation. The Exhibit
opened May 14th.

Mavericks: An Incorrigible History of
Alberta, Calgary Alberta
The Glenbow’s, 24,000 square foot
permanent, $12 million gallery,
Mavericks: An Incorrigible History of
Alberta tells the story of Alberta through
the lives of 48 mavericks - legendary and
colo
urfu
l
pers
onal
ities
who shaped and defined Alberta. Based on
Anita Van Herk’s popular history of the same
name, the exhibit opened in March of 2007.

“Mavericks presents the story of Southern
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-7Alberta in a dynamic and compelling way. Unlike a traditional history exhibition that lists
dates, names, and events, the Glenbow provides visitors with an experience of what it
means to be Albertan.”
GET provided the final AV design, supplied and installed all of the AV systems including
nearly 10km of cabling.
Naval Museum of Alberta, Calgary Alberta
In recognition of the newly established Military Museums in
Calgary , the Naval Museum of Alberta Society presents an
exhibit that depicts the history of the convoy system and the
wartime role played by the Royal Canadian Navy in defence
of the Atlantic Convoys. Special recognition was accorded to
the merchant seamen who maintained the supply lines to the
United Kingdom during her time of crisis.
GET provided the
building fit-up and all
exhibit fabrication.

The exhibit which
resembles the appearance of a Canadian
Naval vessel, features a full size reconstruction
of a ships wheel house, mess deck, ASDIC,
chart room and a life raft typical for a merchant
marine vessel.

Air Force Museum of Alberta, Calgary Alberta
Officially opened in May 2007, The Air Force
Museum is part of the newly expanded and
renovated Military Museums, a 9,940square-metre complex.
“Visitors can sit inside a Second World War
Nissen Hut for a pre-mission briefing of a
bomber squadron's operation over enemy
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-8territory, explore a C-130 Hercules model

and see today's air force in action. Meet the
air men and women who created Canada's
military aviation history.”
GET provided the building fit-up and all
exhibit fabrication for the 325 sq meter space.

Tatamagouche Creamy, Tatamagouche,
Nova Scotia
The newly renovated Creamery building
opened in summer 2009 as a truly
innovative and interactive Heritage Centre
combining several community museums
including the Anna Swan Collection, the
Brule Fossils, the Sunrise Trail Museum,
the North Shore Archives, a Creamery
exhibit as well as research facilities and a
gift shop.
GET provided the AV Systems including a
production of Boiler Bob, the Ghost behind
the boiler. Other interactives explore an
Aboiteau, the large life of Anna Swan,
three of the Brule fossil mosaics and an audio/video interactive helps visitors “Speak
Dinosaur”
Beaubears Island National Historic Site, Nelson, New Brunswick
Step back in time at Beaubears Island National Historic Site. In 2009, the Friends of
Beaubears Island opened a new visitor reception centre at Nelson Miramichi. The new
Interpretation - Information Centre features exhibits that share the history of the
Mi'kmaq, the Acadian refugees and shipbuilding on the Island.
GET provided the final AV designed, provided the installed the AV systems. A Ghost of
a starving Acadian mother haunts visitors with her story of hardship.
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-9Albert County Museum, Hopewell Cape, New Brunswick
Canada’s 11th Prime Minister, R.B. Bennett, came from Albert County, along with a
colourful procession of pioneers, artisans, explorers, shipbuilders, farmers, a few
charlatans and one convicted axe murderer.
Promoting the history and heritage of Albert County and its people, the Albert County
Museum reflects on the life and times of the region's pioneers. A visit to this museum
will introduce you not only to the industrial history of Albert Country, but also the folks
who lived and worked here.
GET has worked with Albert County Museum, since 2004 to develop AV presentations
for the RB Bennet story as well as the story of Tom Collins a convicted and hanged axe
murderer. AV presentations include 4 alive Portraits, Bennet electioneering from the
back of his campaign train and a feature film about Bennet. Witnesses also recount
their testimony in the case of the Axe Murder from the jail cell where Collins was held.
GET organized the AV production, designed, provided and installed all AV systems.
Perkins House, Nova Scotia Museum, Liverpool, Nova Scotia
The new ghost exhibits opened
in June of 2009.
“Let 21st century technology
transport you to Colonial
Liverpool in the 1700's. Like
friendly spectres from the 18th
century, Simeon Perkins and
his family will introduce you to
family life during an exciting
time in Nova Scotia's history.
Meet Simeon as he prepares
for his day. Follow his wife
Elizabeth and servant Mary
Fowler, working in the pantry, as they share confidences about life in a busy household.
Listen to the children's stories and watch them play marbles in the upstairs bedroom.”
GET provided designed, provided and installed the AV systems to present ghost stories
in the Perkins House.
Karsh - Library and Archives Canada & The Portrait
Gallery of Canada,
Sound and Vision: Portraits of Musicians and Composers
by Yousuf Karsh, presented by Library and Archives
Canada. This unique AV experience mixes the Sounds of
Canadian Musicians with images of their Portraits by
Karsh.
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- 10 Studio K is a Portrait Gallery of Canada community engagement program, designed to
encourage families, students and teachers to explore some of the tools of the trade
Karsh learned in his work at the Ottawa Little Theatre. Explore the visual creation of
character through the use of lighting, dramatic poses and costumes. GET provided the
AV Systems for both exhibits
Fort Ticonderoga, Debra Clarke Mars Education
Centre, Ticonderoga, NY, USA
"The Face of War," is the inaugural exhibition in the
restored King's Warehouse, presenting a 250th
anniversary look at the Battle of Carillon, fought there in
1758 – the greatest French victory in North America
during the French and Indian War. GET with GAPC
produced a HD video presentation of the battles, by
capturing the 2008 battle re-enactment. More than 2000
cast members, all firing muskets, bring the story of the
battle to life from both the French and English
perspectives. The presentation uses GET’s HD video
server. GET also fabricated the exhibit and provided all of
the interactives.

Gatineau Park Visitor Centre:” Protecting Nature and Sharing Our History"
Chelesa, Quebec.
You will be able to observe real specimens, a model reproduction of Mackenzie King
Estate, as well as panels depicting a life line that relates the history of the territory. You
will also learn more about the Park’s natural treasures through interactive and
multimedia components, such as activity tables, observation games, audio sequences
highlighting the Park’s fauna, and a montage of breathtaking photography of the Park in
all seasons.
GET designed, provided and installed the AV systems, including a production on
Actuality Gatineau Park, a staff programmable Gatineau Park News interactive. Other
Games are based on GET MP3 player with built-in show control that allowed the
development of games with audio cues on Birds and Fauna. PC systems supplied by
the park were also installed and set up.
Anne Murray Centre Springhill, Nova Scotia
The Centre offers the display of an incomparable mix of awards, photographs,
memorabilia and audio-visual highlights of Anne Murray's life and career in a series of
award winning, three-dimensional displays.
GET provided an audio interactive that allows Anne to introduce her family to visitors as
well as a video playback system that allows visitors to view a selection of Award
Presentations and Music Videos.
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- 11 NCC Canada Information Centre - Interactive map retrofit, Ottawa, ON
When the NCC decided to updates it’s 3D map model of Ottawa to allow staff and
visitors to more clearly identify landmarks and places of interest GET was able repair
and transform the system to the requirements of the new messages.
GET worked to revitalise the Parks Canada
Visitor Centre at Signal Hill, St. John’s NL.
The project includes $2,000,000, building and
infrastructure upgrade as well as $850,000 for
new visitor experience and exhibit. GET provided
a turn key solution that includes an immersive
diorama HD theatre, Video Preshow and a Post
Show learning space all with second level
integrated exhibit elements. The HD film
production includes historical re-enactment and
photo realistic animation for a 400-year historical
period. Research and interpretive planning was
completed including scripting and location
scouting for the production. The first HD
shooting captured summer images. The main
filming was in late September 2005, with final
shooting in January of 2006. The new centre
opened in July of 2006.
GET has provided services and product to Parks Canada, Ontario this year in the
enhancement of Point Pelee Park with new Diorama and Audio Visual, including
soundscape and audio interactives. GET also added interactive artifact identification
lighting to an existing diorama.
For Parks Canada, Sault Saint Maire Historic Properties,
the Power House, GET developed and fabricated a high
detail working model of the canal power house, the first
hydro electric project in North America. Three sets of
moving components illustrate the lock gates power,
pumping and lighting systems.
With Expographiq, the Parks Canada Rideau Canal Sites
and Fort Henry were enhanced with exhibits and audio
visual components in preparation for their new World
Heritage Site status.
For Event Design of Ottawa, GET is providing media
creation and interactives to support Event’s Trade Show
market. The latest project feature and interactive Foot Ball
Game.
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- 12 The complete refit of all Audio Visual systems at Saint Marie among the Hurons and
Discovery Harbour Provincial Parks and Historic Sites. The work included capturing
the existing shows and interactives to create new media and suppling and installing new
playback systems into existing exhibit structures. The products supplied included five
of GET’s VS4 video servers providing 20 channels of interactive video with audio and
GET’s MP3A amplified audio interactives.
The Southeast Missouri Regional Museum, for Expographiq of Gatineau, GET with
our associates GAPC is providing the Audio Visual production and playback systems as
well as diorama and model products. Work is to be complete in the spring of 2006, with
Final Installation in August of 2007.
For the Fort St. Jean Military Museum, with Don Smith, GET is suppling project and
budget management, fabrication, interactive models and audio visual systems for the
renewed museum. Work completed in October of 2005.
GET undertook the concept development for a renewed Visitor Centre at the Chrysler
Farm Battlefield Memorial. And updated the visitor centre with a new interactive map
and video production. GET will be assisting the centre in raising money for a future
expansion.
GET completed with Omicron, the revitalisation of the Gros Morne Visitor Centre for
the Viking Trail Association of Newfoundland to promote and increase experience
based tourist activities.

One of the features of the Project included an Info Café system to give visitors detailed
information on the visitor services available throughout the region. The centre reopened
in June of 2005. GET was involved in the Audio Visual and Fabrication.
For Parks Canada in Ontario, GET has produced a travelling media-based exhibit titled
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- 13 “The Underground Railroad, Next Stop
Freedom” that highlights the escape of slaves
from the US to Canada during the mid to
late1800s. The exhibit is currently set up in
Amherstburg, Ontario and will be travelling for
the next five years. Work include both
Fabrication and Audio Visual,

GET is maintaining our immersive
theatre experience in Grand Pré, Nova
Scotia that is a moving re-enactment of
the expulsion of Acadians from Nova
Scotia in 1755. The two screen HD
presentation is also an diorama object
theatre that features animated props,
three moving sets and cyclorama
projection. The original work Include full
construction, fabrication, HD Production
and Audio Visual. 6000 Lumen Projects
installed in 2009.
GET was awarded the contract to design the audiovisual,
information technology and telecommunications systems for the
new Portrait Gallery of Canada which was scheduled to open in
2010. Now on hold, We are also responsible for the research and
development of the programming which will be displayed on the
systems, the preparation of specifications and the conduct and
evaluation of procurement. GET provided consulting and detailed
specifications for the architect, general construction and electrical
contractors.

GET completed, for Show Communications of Kingston, a media
production contract for the Canadian Museum of Nature’s new
Dinosaur Exhibit. We have completed dig site video production
in Saskatchewan and Alberta and have shot video interviews with
Subject Mater Experts in the USA.
GET enjoys a standing offer with the Canadian Museum of Nature
and is helping with the new Dinosaur and mammal Galleries and
is involved in the museum’s new construction program.
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- 14 GET completed a travelling exhibit for the
Royal Canadian Artillery that highlights the 2
centuries of military history.
The exhibit features a series of portable
showcases housing Military Artifacts and
Interactives. GET provided project
management, fabrication, artifact mounting,
graphics and video/multimedia interactives.
GET will be responsible for travelling the
Exhibit after the completion of the inaugural
venue at the new Canadian War Museum.
GET provided fabrication and AV services the
Bear River, NS First Nations Visitor
Orientation Centre for our associate Don
Smith. The centre features a multi-channel
immersive soundscape, a mini theatre, a stage
theatre for live events and an array of themed
exhibits. A kiosk, based on GET media players
provides English to Mi’kmaq translation. An
interactive high detail camp model was also
produced.

GET supplied and installed AV and Multimedia
productions for the Roosevelt Campobello
International Park, the only International park
that is managed by two nations. The work includes
a large animated topographical map that
highlighted the locations of various landmarks and
activity trails and incorporates a synchronized
video display.

GET completed the audio visual
supply and installation contract with
Holman Exhibits at Gallery 4 of the
new Canadian Marine Discovery
Centre in Hamilton for Parks
Canada.
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- 15 For Exhibits International of Toronto, GET
produced a hands-on Flint Lock Pistol
interactive for the Pirate Museum, Key West
USA. The interactive featured a bronze cast
replica of the pistol, back-lighted graphics that
explained the action, realistic sound effects
and an animated target.

Grand Pré Interactive Object Theatre,
Parks Canada, Nova Scotia:
This project exemplifies the value of
integrating technology with interpretation
and content production. Originally
designed as a Pepper's Ghost theatre, we
argued in our proposal that the technology
was inappropriate for the subject matter
and location in the visitor centre at the
National Historic Site.
The primary purpose for the 80 person
theatre is to provide an enveloping,
interactive experience.

As Designed, with projected images

Built as Designed

Designed by Associates Oulton & Devine, the theatre environment simulates the hold of
a ship in which Acadians were deported in the fall of 1755. GET constructed and fit out
the theatre including new wall, stage and immersive props. Ambient sound of the water
front greets the visitor as they enter. The production in high definition video format is a
re-enactment of the circumstances surrounding the deportation with full scenic
representation.
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- 16 Two synchronized high definition video presentation systems project on three screens.
Lighted dioramas, projection of atmospheric still imagery on side walls, ambient and
primary audio on headsets complete the technology fit-up. Since it’s opening in 2003
the theatre has benefited from the accolades of many visitors and it is common to see
visitors, so moved by the experience, leaving the theatre in tears. The centre is the
jewel of Parks Canada Maritime venues.
The Grand Pre project was a joint venture of GET and GAPC, with GET providing
project management and concept development.
Algonquin Park Visitor Centre and Logging Museum:
The visitor centre is the jewel of the
Ontario Parks Systems. The two
Story structure includes an exhibit
hall, automated theatre, restaurant,
souvenir and book store, visitor
services offices and the parks
research and management facilities.
The centre is built into a hill top
providing a panoramic view of a low
lands march area. The key function
of the VOC is to impress upon the
park visitor the historical, ecological
and wilderness value of Algonquin
Park. The exhibit also outlines the
impact and partnerships with logging
and the Native Peoples.
Starting in 1992 GET (then Globalmic) provided consultation and design for the AV
systems at Algonquin Park’s VOC
including extensive work connected to the
interactive dioramas. GET supplied,
installed and currently maintains all of AV
systems at the VOC and the Park’s
Logging Museum. The systems include
interactive video stations, a video projected
animated mannequin, animated
mannequin, two automated presentation
theatres, interactive video and audio
playback systems.
Two automated sound and effects diorama
were also provided that feature Life in the
Hardwood Forest and Life Underwater in
one of the many Algonquin Lakes.
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- 17 The Park has a strong “Friends of Algonquin” group that has continually raised funds to
support maintenance and new exhibits. In 2002, 10 years after the original installation
GET updated all of the AV technology to new Video and Audio Server products that
also included an ability to easily add new media and visitor stations.
Recent work includes two Wolf video stations.
Beaumont-Hamel Visitor Centre, France:
Built for Veterans Affairs Canada with funding from
Heritage Canada, this site commemorates the location
near Amiens, France where the Royal Newfoundland
regiment was decimated during WWI. GET supplied and
installed the AV technology including state-of-the art Adtec
Mirage video servers and a digital sound server
manufactured by Aardvark. In two areas sound isolation is
achieved with Brown sound isolators to control the
dispersion of sound to a diameter of approximately 6 feet.
GET is honoured to have been able to make our
contribution to the recognition of the many Newfoundland
Canadians who sacrificed their lives.
Famous Players, Canada:
GET (then Globalmic Inc.) provided the design
and consulting to develop a turn key solution
for Famous Players Theatres though out
Canada. We helped set the specification for an
aggressive new theatre building program. GET
dealt primarily with the technical backroom
environment of operations and staffing. We
designed the electrical and signal systems that
operate the theatre’s projection equipment. We
developed and manufactured a complete
automation system “CineQ” for all their
complexes and co-ordinated the installation
and retrofitting of more than a 1000 screens. The system and product developed
enabled Famous to move ahead with their aggressive development and at the same
time eliminated more than 70% of their projectionist staff.
The unique system reports to all operations staff, using radio transceivers, the
instantaneous status and operations of all projection equipment. It even co-ordinates
cleaning and concession staff. The system runs automatically on a schedule linked to
their ticketing and signage systems that insure films start when advertised. In 2003 with
the help of GET staff Famous Players added video commercials to more than 600
screens all linked and controlled by the original automation. GET is currently
discussing video server technology for both HD and NTSC playback to enhance the
commercial program. The CineQ product is also installed in US-based chains. The
CineQ product is now supported by GET.
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- 18 Founders Hall, Charlottetown, PEI:
This cornerstone exhibit opened in June
2001. The innovative multimedia exhibit
features an audio tour and video
presentations, three 40 seat theatres and a
variety of exhibit spaces from
environmental recreations (dioramas) and
interactive exhibits to a central marble Hall
complete with life size sculptures of our
Fathers of Confederation. The 13,000
square foot facility required extensive
collaboration with an architect in
Charlottetown to prepare a local heritage
building for the exhibit.
Associates O&D provided turnkey design from conceptual planning through technical
drawings and graphic design, contractor liaison, budget management, production
schedules and installation supervision. GET associate Dave Clendining headed the site
fabrication team. GET provided all of the technical systems and co-ordinated the
Installation with MICE/Kadoke’s Ottawa office.

Sound & Light Show, National Capital Commission, Ottawa:
GET has been involved with the show since
1995 providing ongoing maintenance and
operations of the NCC's Sound & Light Show
on Parliament Hill, Ottawa. This dynamic show
tells the story of the history of Canada through
eight channels of sound, over 400KW of light,
and a 7KW large format projector. The show
has been presented nightly from May to
September on the grounds of Parliament Hill
and played to more than 125,000 per season.
Our responsibilities have included, operations,
design, repair, trouble shooting, consultation to program producers and the interfacing
with the Hill restoration activities.
During the recent restoration of the Peace Tower and Centre Block of the Canadian
Parliament Buildings, the decision was made to replace and upgrade all of the Sound
and Light show fixtures located on the front facade of the buildings. The replacement
took place in conjunction with the restoration work. New lighting brackets were
designed and all exterior light fixtures replaced to blend seamlessly with the historic
building. Our contract finished in 2002.
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- 19 Connexions - Communications Exhibit, Ottawa:
Client: Canadian Museum of Science and Technology Corporation
This cornerstone exhibit at the CMSTC provided
visitors with a detailed look at Canadian
achievements in the world of communications. The
exhibit also demystifies the technology while
highlighting its use historically and today.
This three-year project for the design of the
Connexions Exhibit involved extensive interfacing
with the museum team. GET (Globalmic) provided
research, concept, design, detailed drawings,
graphic treatment, logo, materiel specification,
artifacts, props and fabrication supervision.
GET also assisted in the sponsorship program.
The exhibit is about 10,000 sq. feet and highlights the history and heritage of Canada's
Communications Industries. The exhibit provided additional challenges, as visitors to
the museum include a large number of children for school programs as well as large
numbers of professionals. The approach and content of the exhibit successfully satisfy
all of these groups. Project Partners: Laurin Kinsella, Peter Oulton, Sunniva Geurer,
Beverley Easton, George McFarlane, Rhonda Francis.
Pedro St. James Visitor Centre, Grand Cayman Island, BWI.
Opened in the fall of 1998 the Visitor centre at Pedro
St. James features a 2500 square foot mixed media
theatre. During the coarse of the 30 minute show, the
visitors are subjected to a torrential storm complete
with rain, roaring thunder, and gale force winds. The
story highlights the key events which have taken
place at Pedro St. James over the past 200 years.
These events include the reading of the Slavery
Abolition Act and the founding of democracy in the
Cayman Islands. GET was chosen to supply, and
install all of the audio, visual, special effects and lighting equipment in the theatre.
GET also suppled and installed a CineQ show control system to provide total show
control.
GET participated with a creative team led by Commonwealth Historic Resource
Management Ltd. located in Perth, Ontario. GET Provide on site construction and
fabrication as well as the AV playback systems.
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- 20 Canadian War Museum, Ottawa:
GET has had a long relationship with the
Canadian War Museum. Either taking the lead,
joint venturing or as subcontractor, GET has
provided project management, research and
interpretative planning direction, technology
design and installation, as well as management
of millwork and fabrication. We were the lead
contractor for the Korean, NATO and
Peacekeeping Galleries. We were audiovisual
contractors for the Children's Discovery Gallery
and the Victory, Imperial Adventure and ‘Til We
Meet Again temporary exhibitions.
In association with Oulton & Devine, we were pleased to produce Mission Possible:
Canada's Military Engineers which has the distinction of being the last exhibition to be
mounted by the Museum prior to the opening of their new facility in 2005. We also
worked with Sound Venture Productions to provide advice, consultation and production
for the 188 separate video and interactive productions which have been planned for the
new museum.
National Archives, Ottawa:
GET personnel have many years of experience working with the National Archives to
deliver research and exhibitions as well as using the extensive archival resources for
many audiovisual and multimedia productions. Archives personnel have called upon
us for many audiovisual solutions, both small and large, over the years. We have
worked with the audiovisual content experts to provide and obtain research data, with
the depository program for print, film and video materials, have organized the transfer
of the extensive Department of Defence collection from NFB to National Archives, and
most recently worked with The Preservation AV Trust and the National Archives to
produce the awards videos for to past three years of the Masterworks Program which
acknowledges past achievement in Film, Television, Radio and Sound Recording. We
have designed a museum standard exhibit lighting management system which
safeguards the artifact and prolongs the display time by turning exhibit lighting off when
no visitors are in the area as well as documenting the hours and minutes the artifact
has received lighting in order that the curator can determine when to remove it from
display. Specific research and exhibit projects include:
Public Spaces Interpretive Study for which we developed a public spaces strategy
for the new Gatineau Building that would house Canada's heritage treasure. The
public spaces project included infrastructure specification, community and program
development. Works included design consultation for the theatre lab (screening
room) and the proposed public area theatre (not implemented to date.) The report
included an extensive audience profile study.
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- 21 Beyond the Printed Word Exhibition - a joint production for National Archives and
the Museum of Science & Technology which portrayed the period from 1897 to
1987, showing the history and significance of moving images and audio recordings
in Canada. GET was responsible for the development of the media presentation
systems which included the installation of nine viewing stations, a theatre and two
audio listening rooms. The original system was based upon Laser Disk technology
which continues to function at the National Archives Gatineau Facility but has
required recent maintenance by GET personnel.
Victory Bonding Exhibit - GET provided AV Design, consulting and technology
supply. We quote from the National Archives Web Site:
"This exhibition featured Second World War posters, films, photographs, artwork,
publications, ephemera and archival documents from government files preserved
by the National Archives of Canada including the Canadian Army Newsreels and
films by the National Film Board of Canada and sheet music and publications
from the collections of the National Library of Canada. The exhibition was
organized by the National Archives of Canada, in cooperation with the National
Film Board of Canada and the National Library of Canada with the generous
support of Globalmic."
Canadian Museum of Nature, Ottawa:
GET has undertaken many projects for the
Museum of Nature. We designed and installed
the exhibit energy management system which
permits museum personnel to control which
exhibits are powered at any given time. In a
large facility with frequent evening events and
overnight guests such as school, guiding and
scout groups, power-up on only those
exhibitions which are in use saves many
energy dollars and contributes to access
control in off hours.
Exhibit related work includes:
Viola Macmillan Mineral Gallery - GET assisted
in the design and building of the elevator
simulator which transports visitors to the gold
mine exhibit, and programmed the dome theatre
which is a synchronous object theatre on the
theme of geology and a time journey to the
beginning of time.
Animal Athletes Exhibit - for this exhibition we designed and built the physical
interactive which permitted visitors to race each other and time themselves against
the performance of a variety of animals.
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- 22 Canadian Pavilion, World Summit on Sustainable Development, Johannesburg,
South Africa:
Conceived, designed, produced, installed
and maintained by GET for HK
Communications and Environment
Canada, the pavilion supported the
Canadian position on environmental
issues, the Kyoto protocols and climatic
change. The system included an eighteen
station, server-based office and IT system,
internet compatible to South African
standards.
The presentation technology system was
based upon digital media servers with
five 42" plasma monitors, five synchronized monitors, an audio system and a theatre
equipped for both presentations and video recording. GET produced the programming
for the interactive system which represented input from 24 separate government
departments, branches and agencies and 11 private companies.
For the show setup and operations GET provided technical staff and management on
site.
Canadian Pavilion, Expo ‘98, Heritage Canada, Lisbon, Portugal:
Project included architectural, engineering and
exhibition design, full construction, fit-up and
installation, operation and maintenance, and
subsequent tear-down of 10,000 square foot
pavilion. GET provided overall project
management, financial management, participated in
the interpretation and design development,
designed the presentation technology, provided site
installation management and operations.
GET has provided significant services for Canadian World’s Fair Pavilions since 1988,
Including Vancouver, Brisbane, Australia, the Federal and Ontario AV systems for
Seville in 1992, the AV systems and site operations including a Motion Platform theatre
for Tajon in Korea in 1993, the major portion of Expo 98 in Lisbon, Portugal and
multimedia systems for Expo 2000 in Hanover.
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- 23 Canada and the World Pavilion, Ottawa:
An 8000 sq. ft. attraction, built for the
National Capital Commission in Ottawa,
on the theme of Canadian international
accomplishment. There are nineteen
audiovisual presentations using video
projection, interactive kiosks and two
Pepper's Ghost presentations. The
media sources are DVD and CD which
are activated by either motion sensors or
selection switches. Language choice is
available for each element. GET was
responsible for the program production
as well the technology design and
installation. GET’s proprietary DPC-1000 provides the exhibit control system.
Begich-Boggs Visitor Centre, Alaska:
Built for the U.S. Ministry of Forestry this centre
is located approximately 40 miles from the
outskirts of Anchorage, Alaska. The ten
interactive audiovisual elements present the
ecological, tourism and conservation themes of
the park. The exhibit features state of the art
16 x 9 aspect ratio monitors, DVD visual media
sources and is all controlled using GET’s DPC1000 exhibit show controllers.

Water Features and Fountain Control Systems:
Another creative application for the Global Exhibit Technology control system is in the
decorative fountain business. For a successful Canadian fountain company, we have
supplied sequencing controller for the synchronous control of water, light and sound.
Petronas Twin Towers — Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia:
The Towers were the world's tallest buildings, Global Exhibit Technology designed,
supplied, installed and programmed the control system for this spectacular fountain.
The fountain had a budget in excess of a $1,000,000 and opened in Sept. of 1997.
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- 24 Bangkok National Science Museum, Bangkok, Thailand:
GET designed and installed the control system for the Volcano Fountain situated in
front of the Museum in Thailand. This fountain utilizes 10 variable speed pumps and
100 channels of lighting. We also produced a synchronized sound track with a choice of
a volcano simulation or three musical tracks. The fountain first opened in Aug of 1997,
and was commissioned and programmed to music in 1998. At its peak, the fountain
rises to a height of almost four stories.

Other water features control systems include systems in;
Britain, Portugal, UAE, USA and Canada. Alan Rushforth and Global Exhibit
Technology also developed a solid state water switch (no moving parts) for use in
interactive and music choreographed fountains.
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- 25 Our People - Profiles:
Ted Ratcliffe
Mr. Ratcliffe is the GET Partner responsible for Project Management and technical
development. For the past 25 years, Mr. Ratcliffe has been involved in most aspects of
the Exhibit Industry. His work experience demonstrates a wide range of expertise
including; planning, research, project management, technical writing, systems design,
design drawings, fabrication, technical systems, installation and operations. Mr.
Ratcliffe has managed hardware installation projects in nearly all of the museums
located in the National Capital Region. Internationally he has worked on sites in
Europe, The middle East, South East Asia, Africa and continental USA. He specializes
in Exhibit Technologies and is well prepared to design and provide special purpose
electrical and audiovisual infrastructure. He holds two patents for electronic systems
and has designed and built many applications including:
• custom design and system integration for the high definition video theatre at the
National Historic Site in Grand Pré.
• requirements' definition for the public spaces usage at the National Archives,
Gatineau site
• technical consultant for the design of the electrical, audiovisual and exhibition
systems during the development of the EcoMusée in Gatineau, PQ
• development, design, engineering and manufacture of the projection booth
automation system for Famous Players theatres - the system has been installed in
all multiplexes (approximately 880 screens) in Canada
• consulting and design for the projection booth design and technology layout for
Famous Players
• consultation and design of the exhibition energy management system for the
Canadian Museum of Natural Sciences - the system has operated for 10 years
enabling individual control of each exhibit within the Museum permitting scheduled
shut down with any single or combination of elements open for after hours use.
Currently involved in the redesign of the system to operate via an inter or intranet
system as part of the infrastructure and building enhancement project, Museum of
Nature
• Design and installation of the exhibit control system, Founder's Hall, P.E.I.
• development, design and engineering for GET proprietary exhibit controller, the
DPC1000 and 2000 series, which has been installed in more than 2000 applications
around the world
• Joint Venture project manager for the design, fit-up and operation of the Canadian
Pavilion at Expo'98 in Lisbon, Portugal. Responsibilities included; development of
theme and story presentation, plan/design/install presentation and office technology
systems, management and training of operations staff, management of overall
budget
• project management and over all design coordination for the Connexions Gallery,
Museum of Science and Technology. A 10,000 square foot exhibition focussing on
Canadian communications
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- 26 • project management and design for AV System in Beyond the Printed Word, a joint
project with National Archives and the Museum of Science and Technology.
• design and installation of the presentation technology systems in the visitor centre at
Algonquin Park including theatre, video and audio interactives, diorama and audio
stories
• system design and installation of the audiovisual presentation system in "the
Learning Centre," Petroglyphs Provincial Park
• His most recent design project is the design of the AV/IT/TC systems for the
Canadian Portrait Gallery which is planned for opening in 2007.
Mr Ratcliffe has designed and supplied presentation technology which appeared at
every international exposition since 1986. Through that period of time he has followed
the development of new technology; however, his approach has always been to select
proven, exhibit hardened technology rather than expensive, high maintenance, low
reliability leading edge technology.

James Sonley
Mr. Sonley is a partner with GET with responsible for business development,
audiovisual/interactive production and corporate management. He contributes 30 years
of experience in cultural industries, education and government at the federal level. He
has;
• worked with the text book division of McClelland & Stewart Ltd.; marketing and
editing text materials for the University, College and secondary levels of education in
Canada
• been the secretary to the Senate Curriculum Committee, York University for whom
he prepared written minutes and reports to Senate on recommended new curricula
• taught in the Humanities and English departments at York University; in particular
teaching with the renowned Canadian folklorist, Edith Fowke and specializing in
rural Canadian architecture and artifacts
• worked with the National Film Board of Canada as distribution officer planning the
distribution of programming to Canadian and international audiences
• produced over 1500 education, training, corporate and broadcast television
programs as executive producer for the Government of Canada
• chaired the committee which prepared the technical specifications, technical
evaluation procedures and detail of deliverables for all Government of Canada video
productions
In his role as in-house producer for GET, he has produced the object theatre for the
Military Engineers Exhibition, Canadian War Museum, conceptual design and
production of the high definition interactive object theatre at Grand Pré National historic
site, produced and directed interactive manikins with projected faces for North Cape
visitor Centre, Clergue Blockhouse Centre in Sault St. Marie, and many other audio
visual elements within the museum and visitor centre interpretation environment.
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- 27 Mr. Sonley is a practised facilitator accustomed to listening and drawing knowledge and
contribution from a wide variety of individuals and groups. He has worked with
members of the Curve Lake Band near the Petroglyphs Park. He executive produced
materials for Expo 2000 in Hanover and the Canadian Pavilion in Johannesburg,
working with the Canadian Heritage Information Network and Haida and Inuit clients.

Alan C. Rushforth
Alan is a genius of the electromechanical and has worked as an associate to Globalmic
for more than 10 years. Alan joined Global Exhibit Technology Inc as a partner in 2001.
His works have included a solid state (no moving parts) water switch that GET has used
in projects around the world and electro-hydraulic systems that GET has used for
motion platform simulators such as the Ski-doo simulator originally produced for Expo
92 and now at the Nation Museum of Science and Technoloy and an Earthquake
simulator that provides a Richter 4 and 7 quake for visitors at the EcoMusée in Hull.
Alan developed and fabricated a 50 foot diameter moving walkway for GET's Expo 98
project. Alan also designed and supervised the construction of fibreglass shipping
containers for Canadian Satellites and fibreglass bodies for police surveillance vehicles.
Alan served a five year engineering apprenticeship at Rolls Royce Aero Engines, U.K.
During the above period gained a Higher National Diploma in Mechanical Engineering
from Bristol College of Advanced Technology covering theory of structures,
thermo-dynamics, aerodynamics, manufacturing processes, chemistry, engineering
design, project management and mathematics.

Exhibit Services Projects:
Skidoo Simulator - used at Expo 92 and still operational at the Museum of Science and
Technology, Ottawa. This comprised a full size Skidoo that is moved hydraulically on
three axis synchronously with a video presentation.
Earthquake Simulator - essentially a small motion theatre that moved on three axis,
under computer control, again synchronized to video.
Moving Walkway - a 50 ft. diameter people transporter system that carried some 1.2
million persons through the exhibit environments at the Canadian Pavilion at Expo 98
in Portugal.
Water Display Nozzles - solid state (no moving parts) urethane moulded devices
capable of switching water under computer control for creating choreographed water
fountains. Used in the front of the Windsor Casino, Millennium Dome (UK), Petronas
Twin Towers (Malaysia), GM Admin Centre (Detroit) and other locations.
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- 28 Audio Wands - hand held ear phones contained in foam rubber housings for use in
museums and visitor centres..
Animatronic Head and Shoulders Robot - mechanization of jaws, eyes, nod, neck and
waist movements..
Development of a laminar flow jump jet fountain effect - including other special water
effects for theme parks.
Theatre Stage Set Automation - a system in which stage props moved into place
automatically when required and parked themselves off stage when not required. Used
in the Parks Canada visitor centre at Grand Pre.
Screen Lifters - a mechanism for raising and lowering projector screens on computer
command, used in the Parks Canada visitor centre at Grand Pre.
Scale Modelling - producing a working model of a generating station and ancillary pump
house.
Large 3D machining - of a topographical landscape model.
General Experience:
A total of 20 years experience in the aeronautical field including design work on the
Concord, flight trials of guided weapons, development of navigational systems and
other instrumentation.

Alan's Experience includes
• Manufacturing, including jig and tool design.
• Aeronautical design.
• Programming micro and mainframe computer systems.
• Computer aided design, (AutoCAD and Cadkey).
• Database systems.
• Military electronics and control systems.
• Navigational systems.
• Servos, instrumentation and precision engineering.
• Engineering Model Making
• Computer interfacing and communication systems.
• Technical instruction and preparation of training courses.
• Quality control.
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- 29 EMPLOYMENT HISTORY:
2001 - Present
Partner Global Exhibit Technology Inc.
1976 - Present.
President Glenister and Associates Ltd.
Nepean. Ontario.
1976 - 1969 Cognos Inc.
Founder member and Vice President of a company now known as Cognos Inc.
specialising in database software packages. Responsibilities were varied ranging from
hands on programming to hiring staff, proposal writing and management duties.
1969 - 1962 Computing Devices of Canada
Worked on a variety of military systems for navigation and submarine detection.
Attained a position of project manager.
1959-1962 Bristol Aircraft Ltd. U.K.
Aircraft instrumentation engineer involved in guided weapon flight trials in the U.K. and
Australia. Gained experience on electronics and micro-wave, pneumatic and hydraulic
systems, detonators and explosives.
1959 - 1957 Australian Antarctic Expedition
Responsible for the construction and installation of cosmic ray monitoring equipment at
the Australian base of Mawson, Antarctica.
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